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Let p be an odd prime. Let Fp be the finite field of p elements with no null part
F∗p. Let Kp = Q(ζp) be the p-cyclotomic field. Let π be the prime ideal of Kp lying
over p. Let v be a primitive root mod p. In the sequel of this paper, for n ∈ Z let us
note briefly vn for vn mod p with 1 ≤ vn ≤ p−1. Let σ : ζp → ζ
v
p be a Q-isomorphism
of Kp/Q. Let Gp be the Galois group of Kp/Q. Let P (σ) =
∑p−2
i=0 σ
i× v−i, P (σ) ∈
Z[Gp].
We suppose that p is an irregular prime. Let Cp be the p-class group of Kp. Let Γ
be a subgroup of Cp of order p annihilated by σ−µ with µ ∈ F
∗
p. From Kummer, there
exist not principal prime ideals q of Z[ζp] of inertial degree 1 with class Cl(q) ∈ Γ.
Let q be the prime number lying above q.
Let n be the smallest natural integer 1 < n ≤ p − 2 such that µ ≡ vn mod p for
µ defined above. There exist singular numbers A with AZ[ζp] = q
p and πn | A − a
where a is a natural number. If A is singular not primary then πn ‖ A − a and if
A is singular primary then πp | A − a. We prove, by an application of Stickelberger
relation to the prime ideal q, that now we can climb up to the π-adic congruence:
1. π2p−1 | AP (σ) if q ≡ 1 mod p.
2. π2p−1 ‖ AP (σ) if q ≡ 1 mod p and p(q−1)/p ≡ 1 mod q.
3. π2p | AP (σ) if q 6≡ 1 mod p.
This property of π-adic congruences on singular numbers is at the heart of this paper.
1. As a first example, in section 3 p. 15 this π-adic improvement allows us to give
an elementary straightforward proof that the relative p-class group C−p verifies
the following congruence mod p: with v,m defined above, the congruence
(1)
p−2∑
i=1
v(2m+1)(i−1) × (
v−(i−1) − v−i × v
p
) ≡ 0 mod p,
2
is verified for m taking r− different values mi, i = 1, . . . , r
− where r− is
the rank of the relative p-class group C−p (result which can also be proved
by annihilation of class group of Kp by Stickelberger ideal ∈ Z[Gp]). A second
example is a straightforward proof that if p−12 is odd then the Bernoulli Number
B(p+1)/2 6≡ 0 mod p.
2. The section 4 p. 18 brings some results on connection between singular primary
numbers and the stucture of the p-class group of Kp.
3. In the last section 5 p. 20 we give some explicit congruences derived of Stickel-
berger for prime ideals q of inertial degree f > 1.
1 Some definitions
In this section we give the definitions and notations on cyclotomic fields, p-class
group, singular numbers, primary and not primary, used in this paper.
1. Let p be an odd prime. Let ζp be a root of the polynomial equation X
p−1 +
Xp−2+ · · ·+X+1 = 0. Let Kp be the p-cyclotomic field Kp = Q(ζp). The ring
of integers of Kp is Z[ζp]. Let K
+
p be the maximal totally real subfield of Kp.
The ring of integers of K+p is Z[ζp+ ζ
−1
p ] with group of units Z[ζp+ ζ
−1
p ]
∗. Let v
be a primitive root mod p and σ : ζp → ζ
v
p be a Q-isomorphism of Kp. Let Gp
be the Galois group of Kp/Q. Let Fp be the finite field of cardinal p with no
null part F∗p. Let λ = ζp − 1. The prime ideal of Kp lying over p is π = λZ[ζp].
2. Suppose that p is irregular. Let Cp be the p-class group of Kp. Let r be the
rank of Cp. Let C
+
p be the p-class group of K
+
p . Then Cp = C
+
p ⊕ C
−
p where
C−p is the relative p-class group.
3. Let Γ be a subgroup of order p of Cp annihilated by σ−µ ∈ Fp[Gp] with µ ∈ F
∗
p.
Then µ ≡ vn mod p with a natural integer n, 1 < n ≤ p− 2.
4. An integer A ∈ Z[ζp] is said singular if A
1/p 6∈ Kp and if there exists an ideal a
of Z[ζp] such that AZ[ζp] = a
p.
(a) If Γ ⊂ C−p : then there exists singular integers A with AZ[ζp] = a
p where a
is a not principal ideal of Z[ζp] verifying simultaneously
Cl(a) ∈ Γ,
σ(A) = Aµ × αp, µ ∈ F∗p, α ∈ Kp,
µ ≡ v2m+1 mod p, m ∈ N, 1 ≤ m ≤
p− 3
2
,
π2m+1 | A− a, a ∈ N, 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1,
(2)
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Moreover, this number A verifies
(3) A×A = Dp,
for some integer D ∈ OK+p .
i. This integer A is singular not primary if π2m+1 ‖ A− a.
ii. This integer A is singular primary if πp | A− ap.
(b) If Γ ⊂ C+p : then there exists singular integers A with AZ[ζp] = a
p where a
is a not principal ideal of Z[ζp] verifying simultaneously
Cl(a) ∈ Γ,
σ(A) = Aµ × αp, µ ∈ F∗p, α ∈ Kp,
µ ≡ v2m mod p, m ∈ Z, 1 ≤ m ≤
p− 3
2
,
π2m | A− a, a ∈ Z, 1 ≤ a ≤ p− 1,
(4)
Moreover, this number A verifies
(5)
A
A
= Dp,
for some number D ∈ K+p .
i. This integer A is singular not primary if π2m ‖ A− a.
ii. This number A is singular primary if πp | A− ap.
2 On Kummer and Stickelberger relation
1. Here we fix a notation for the sequel. Let v be a primitive root mod p. For
every integer k ∈ Z then vk is understood mod p so 1 ≤ vk ≤ p− 1. If k < 0 it
is to be understood as vkv−k ≡ 1 mod p.
2. Let q 6= p be an odd prime. Let ζq be a root of the minimal polynomial equation
Xq−1 +Xq−2+ · · ·+X +1 = 0. Let Kq = Q(ζq) be the q-cyclotomic field. The
ring of integers of Kq is Z[ζq]. Here we fix a notation for the sequel. Let u be
a primitive root mod q. For every integer k ∈ Z then uk is understood mod q
so 1 ≤ uk ≤ q − 1. If k < 0 it is to be understood as uku−k ≡ 1 mod q. Let
Kpq = Q(ζp, ζq). Then Kpq is the compositum KpKq. The ring of integers of
Kpq is Z[ζpq].
3. Let q be a prime ideal of Z[ζp] lying over the prime q. Let m = NKp/Q(q) = q
f
where f is the smallest integer such that qf ≡ 1 mod p. If ψ(α) = a is the image
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of α ∈ Z[ζp] under the natural map ψ : Z[ζp]→ Z[ζp]/q, then for ψ(α) = a 6≡ 0
define a character χ
(p)
q on Fm = Z[ζp]/q by
(6) χ
(p)
q (a) = {
α
q
}−1p = {
α
q
}
p
,
where {α
q
} = ζcp for some natural integer c, is the p
th power residue character
mod q. We define
(7) g(q) =
∑
x∈Fm
(χ
(p)
q (x)× ζ
TrFm/Fq (x)
q ) ∈ Z[ζpq],
and G(q) = g(q)p. It follows that G(q) ∈ Z[ζpq]. Moreover G(q) = g(q)
p ∈
Z[ζp], see for instance Mollin [3] prop. 5.88 (c) p. 308 or Ireland-Rosen [1] prop.
14.3.1 (c) p. 208.
The Stickelberger’s relation is classically:
Theorem 2.1. In Z[ζp] we have the ideal decomposition
(8) G(q)Z[ζp] = q
S,
with S =
∑p−1
t=1 t×̟
−1
t where ̟t ∈ Gal(Kp/Q) is given by ̟t : ζp → ζ
t
p.
See for instance Mollin [3] thm. 5.109 p. 315 and Ireland-Rosen [1] thm. 2. p.209.
2.1 On the structure of G(q).
In this subsection we are studying carefully the structure of g(q) and G(q).
Lemma 2.2. If q 6≡ 1 mod p then g(q) ∈ Z[ζp].
Proof.
1. Let u be a primitive root mod q. Let τ : ζq → ζ
u
q be a Q-isomorphism generating
Gal(Kq/Q). The isomorphism τ is extended to a Kp-isomorphism of Kpq by
τ : ζq → ζ
u
q , ζp → ζp. Then g(q)
p = G(q) ∈ Z[ζp] and so
τ(g(q))p = g(q)p,
and it follows that there exists a natural integer ρ with ρ < p such that
τ(g(q)) = ζρp × g(q).
Then NKpq/Kp(τ(g(q))) = ζ
(q−1)ρ
p ×NKpq/Kp(g(q)) and so ζ
ρ(q−1)
p = 1.
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2. If q 6≡ 1 mod p, it implies that ζρp = 1 and so that τ(g(q)) = g(q) and thus that
g(q) ∈ Z[ζp].
Let us note in the sequel g(q) =
∑q−2
i=0 gi × ζ
i
q with gi ∈ Z[ζp].
Lemma 2.3. If q ≡ 1 mod p then g0 = 0.
Proof. Suppose that g0 6= 0 and search for a contradiction: we start of
τ(g(q)) = ζρp × g(q).
We have g(q) =
∑q−2
i=0 gi × ζ
i
q and so τ(g(q)) =
∑q−2
i=0 gi × ζ
iu
q , therefore
q−2∑
i=0
(ζρpgi)× ζ
i
q =
q−2∑
i=0
gi × ζ
iu
q ,
thus g0 = ζ
ρ
p×g0 and so ζ
ρ
p = 1 which implies that τ(g(q)) = g(q) and so g(q) ∈ Z[ζp].
Then G(q) = g(q)p and so Stickelberger relation leads to g(q)pZ[ζp] = q
S where
S =
∑p−1
t=1 t × ̟
−1
t . Therefore ̟
−1
1 (q) ‖ q
S because q splits totally in Kp/Q and
̟−1t (q) 6= ̟
−1
t′ (q) for t 6= t
′. This case is not possible because the first member g(q)p
is a p-power.
Here we give an elementary computation of g(q) not involving directly the Gauss
Sums.
Lemma 2.4. If q ≡ 1 mod p then
G(q) = g(q)p,
g(q) = ζq + ζ
ρ
pζ
u−1
q + ζ
2ρ
p ζ
u−2
q + . . . ζ
(q−2)ρ
p ζ
u−(q−2)
q ,
g(q)pZ[ζp] = q
S ,
(9)
for some natural number ρ, 1 < ρ ≤ p− 1.
Proof.
1. We start of τ(g(q)) = ζρp × g(q) and so
(10)
q−2∑
i=1
giζ
ui
q = ζ
ρ
p ×
q−2∑
i=1
giζ
i
q,
which implies that gi = g1ζ
ρ
p for u× i ≡ 1 mod q and so gu−1 = g1ζ
ρ
p (where u−1
is to be understood by u−1 mod q, so 1 ≤ u−1 ≤ q − 1).
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2. Then τ2(g(q)) = τ(ζρpg(q)) = ζ
2ρ
p g(q). Then
q−2∑
i=1
giζ
u2i
q = ζ
2ρ
p × (
q−2∑
i=1
giζ
i
q),
which implies that gi = g1ζ
2ρ
p for u2 × i ≡ 1 mod q and so gu−2 = g1ζ
2ρ
p .
3. We continue up to τ (q−2)ρ(g(q)) = τ q−3(ζρpg(q)) = · · · = ζ
(q−2)ρ
p g(q). Then
q−2∑
i=1
giζ
uq−2i
q = ζ
(q−2)ρ
p × (
q−2∑
i=1
giζ
i
q),
which implies that gi = g1ζ
(q−2)ρ
p for uq−2 × i ≡ 1 mod q and so gu−(q−2) =
g1ζ
(q−2)ρ
p .
4. Observe that u is a primitive root mod q and so u−1 is a primitive root mod q.
Then it follows that g(q) = g1 × (ζq + ζ
ρ
pζu
−1
q + ζ
2ρ
p ζu
−2
q + . . . ζ
(q−2)ρ
p ζu
−(q−2)
q ).
Let U = ζq + ζ
ρ
pζu
−1
q + ζ
2ρ
p ζu
−2
q + . . . ζ
(q−2)ρ
p ζu
−(q−2)
q .
5. We prove now that g1 ∈ Z[ζp]
∗. From Stickelberger relation gp1×U
p = qS . From
S =
∑p−1
i=1 ̟
−1
t × t it follows that ̟
−1
t (q)
t ‖ qS and so that g1 6≡ 0 mod ̟
−1
t (q)
because gp1 is a p-power, which implies that g1 ∈ Z[ζp]
∗. Let us consider the rela-
tion(7). Let x = 1 ∈ Fq, then TrFq/Fq (x) = 1 and χ
(p)
q (1) = 1
(q−1)/p mod q = 1
and thus the coefficient of ζq is 1 and so g1 = 1.
6. From Stickelberger, g(q)pZ[ζp] = q
S , which achieves the proof.
Remark: From
g(q) = ζq + ζ
ρ
pζ
u−1
q + ζ
2ρ
p ζ
u−2
q + · · · + ζ
(q−2)ρ
p ζ
u−(q−2)
q ,
⇒ τ(g(q)) = ζuq + ζ
ρ
pζq + ζ
2ρ
p ζ
u−1
q + · · ·+ ζ
(q−2)ρ
p ζ
u−(q−3)
q ,
⇒ ζρ × g(q) = ζρζq + ζ
2ρ
p ζ
u−1
q + ζ
3ρ
p ζ
u−2
q + · · ·+ ζ
(q−1)ρ
p ζ
u−(q−2)
q
(11)
and we can verify directly that τ(g(q)) = ζρp × g(q) for this expression of g(q),
observing that q − 1 ≡ 0 mod p.
Lemma 2.5. Let S =
∑p−1
t=1 ̟
−1
t × t where ̟t is the Q-isomorphism given by ̟t :
ζp → ζ
t
p of Kp. Let v be a primitive root mod p. Let σ be the Q-isomorphism of Kp
given by ζp → ζ
v
p . Let P (σ) =
∑p−2
i=0 σ
i × v−i ∈ Z[Gp]. Then S = P (σ).
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Proof. Let us consider one term ̟−1t × t. Then v
−1 = vp−2 is a primitive root mod p
because p − 2 and p − 1 are coprime and so there exists one and one i such that
t = v−i. Then ̟v−i : ζp → ζ
v−i
p and so ̟
−1
v−i
: ζp → ζ
vi
p and so ̟
−1
v−i
= σi (observe
that σp−1 × v−(p−1) = 1), which achieves the proof.
Remark : The previous lemma is a verification of the consistency of results in
Ribenboim [5] p. 118, of Mollin [3] p. 315 and of Ireland-Rosen p. 209 with our
computation. In the sequel we use Ribenboim notation more adequate for the fac-
torization in Fp[G]. In that case the Stickelberger’s relation is connected with the
Kummer’s relation on Jacobi resolvents, see for instance Ribenboim, [5] (2A) b. p.
118 and (2C) relation (2.6) p. 119.
Lemma 2.6. If q ≡ 1 mod p then
1. g(q) defined in relation (9) is a Jacobi resolvent: g(q) =< ζρp , ζq >.
2. ρ = −v.
Proof.
1. Apply formula of Ribenboim [5] (2.2) p. 118 with p = p, q = q, ζ = ζp, ρ =
ζq, n = ρ, u = i, m = 1 and h = u
−1 (where the left members notations
p, q, ζ, ρ, n, u,m and h are the Ribenboim notations).
2. We start of < ζρp , ζq >= g(q). Then v is a primitive root mod p, so there
exists a natural integer l such that ρ ≡ vl mod p. By conjugation σ−l we get
< ζp, ζq >= g(q)
σ−l . Raising to p-power < ζp, ζq >
p= g(q)pσ
−l
. From lemma 2.5
and Stickelberger relation < ζp, ζq >
p Z[ζp] = q
P (σ)σ−l . From Kummer’s relation
(2.6) p. 119 in Ribenboim [5], we get < ζp, ζq >
p Z[ζp] = q
P1(σ) with P1(σ) =∑p−2
j=0 σ
jv(p−1)/2−j . Therefore
∑p−2
i=0 σ
i−lv−i =
∑p−2
j=0 σ
jv(p−1)/2−j . Then i −
l ≡ j mod p and −i ≡ p−12 − j mod p (or i ≡ j −
p−1
2 mod p) imply that
j − p−12 − l ≡ j mod p, so l +
p−1
2 ≡ 0 mod p, so l ≡ −
p−1
2 mod p, and
l ≡ p+12 mod p, thus ρ ≡ v
(p+1)/2 mod p and finally ρ = −v.
Remark : The previous lemma allows to verify the consistency of our computation
with Jacobi resultents used in Kummer (see Ribenboim p. 118-119).
Lemma 2.7. If q ≡ 1 mod p then g(q) ≡ −1 mod π.
Proof. From g(q) = ζq + ζ
ρ
pζu
−1
q + ζ
2ρ
p ζu
−2
q + · · ·+ ζ
(q−2)ρ
p ζu
−(q−2)
q , we see that g(q) ≡
ζq + ζ
u−1
q + ζ
u−2
q + · · · + ζ
u−(q−2)
q mod π. From u
−1 primitive root mod p it follows
that 1 + ζq + ζ
u−1
q + ζ
u−2
q + · · ·+ ζ
u−(q−2)
q = 0, which leads to the result.
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It is possible to improve the previous result to:
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that q ≡ 1 mod p. If p(q−1)/p 6≡ 1 mod q then πp ‖ g(q)p + 1.
Proof.
1. We start of g(q) = ζq + ζ
ρ
pζu
−1
q + ζ
2ρ
p ζu
−2
q + . . . ζ
(q−2)ρ
p ζu
−(q−2)
q , so
g(q) = ζq+((ζ
ρ
p−1)+1)ζ
u−1
q +((ζ
2ρ
p −1)+1)ζ
u−2
q ,+ . . . ((ζ
(q−2)ρ
p −1)+1)ζ
u−(q−2)
q
also
g(q) = −1 + (ζρp − 1)ζ
u−1
q + (ζ
2ρ
p − 1)ζ
u−2
q + · · ·+ (ζ
(q−2)ρ
p − 1)ζ
u−(q−2)
q .
Then ζ iρp ≡ 1 + iρλ mod π2, so
g(q) ≡ −1 + λ× (ρζu
−1
q + 2ρζ
u−2
q + · · ·+ (q − 2)ρ)ζ
u−(q−2)
q ) mod λ
2.
Then g(q) = −1 + λU + λ2V with U = ρζu
−1
q +2ρζ
u−2
q + · · ·+ (q − 2)ρ)ζ
u−(q−2)
q
and U, V ∈ Z[ζpq].
2. Suppose that πp+1 | g(q)p+1 and search for a contradiction: then, from g(q)p =
(−1 + λU + λ2V )p, it follows that pλU + λpUp ≡ 0 mod πp+1 and so Up −U ≡
0 mod π because pλ+ λp ≡ 0 mod πp+1. Therefore
(ρζu
−1
q + 2ρζ
u−2
q + · · ·+ (q − 2)ρ)ζ
u−(q−2)
q )
p−
(ρζu
−1
q + 2ρζ
u−2
q + · · ·+ (q − 2)ρ)ζ
u−(q−2)
q ) ≡ 0 mod λ,
and so
(ρζpu
−1
q + 2ρζ
pu−2
q + · · ·+ (q − 2)ρ)ζ
pu−(q−2)
q )
− (ρζu
−1
q + 2ρζ
u−2
q + · · · + (q − 2)ρ)ζ
u−(q−2)
q ) ≡ 0 mod λ.
3. For any natural j with 1 ≤ j ≤ q − 2, there must exist a natural j′ with
1 ≤ j′ ≤ q − 2 such that simultaneously:
pu−j
′
≡ u−j mod q ⇒ p ≡ uj
′−j mod q,
⇒ ρj′ ≡ ρj mod π ⇒ j′ − j ≡ 0 mod p.
Therefore p ≡ up×{(j
′−j)/p} mod q and so p(q−1)/p ≡ up×(q−1)/p)×{(j
′−j)/p} mod q
thus p(q−1)/p ≡ 1 mod q, contradiction.
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2.2 A study of polynomial P (σ) =
∑p−2
i=0 σ
iv−i of Z[Gp].
Recall that P (σ) ∈ Z[Gp] has been defined by P (σ) =
∑p−2
i=0 σ
iv−i.
Lemma 2.9.
(12) P (σ) =
p−2∑
i=0
σi × v−i = v−(p−2) × {
p−2∏
k=0, k 6=1
(σ − vk)}+ p×R(σ),
where R(σ) ∈ Z[Gp] with deg(R(σ)) < p− 2.
Proof. Let us consider the polynomial R0(σ) = P (σ)−v
−(p−2)×{
∏p−2
k=0, k 6=1(σ−v
k)}
in Fp[Gp]. Then R0(σ) is of degree smaller than p − 2 and the two polynomials∑p−2
i=0 σ
iv−i and
∏p−2
k=0, k 6=1(σ− v
k) take a null value in Fp[Gp] when σ takes the p−2
different values σ = vk for k = 0, . . . , p−2, k 6= 1. Then R0(σ) = 0 in Fp[Gp] which
leads to the result in Z[Gp].
Let us note in the sequel
(13) T (σ) = v−(p−2) ×
p−2∏
k=0, k 6=1
(σ − vk).
Lemma 2.10.
(14) P (σ)× (σ − v) = T (σ)× (σ − v) + pR(σ)× (σ − v) = p×Q(σ),
where Q(σ) =
∑p−2
i=1 δi × σ
i ∈ Z[Gp] is given by
δp−2 =
v−(p−3) − v−(p−2)v
p
,
δp−3 =
v−(p−4) − v−(p−3)v
p
,
...
δi =
v−(i−1) − v−iv
p
,
...
δ1 =
1− v−1v
p
,
(15)
with −p < δi ≤ 0.
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Proof. We start of the relation in Z[Gp]
P (σ)× (σ − v) = v−(p−2) ×
p−2∏
k=0
(σ − vk) + p×R(σ)× (σ − v) = p×Q(σ),
with Q(σ) ∈ Z[Gp] because
∏p−2
k=0(σ − v
k) = 0 in Fp[Gp] and so
∏p−2
k=0(σ − v
k) =
p×R1(σ) in Z[Gp]. Then we identify in Z[Gp] the coefficients in the relation
(v−(p−2)σp−2 + v−(p−3)σp−3 + · · ·+ v−1σ + 1)× (σ − v) =
p× (δp−2σ
p−2 + δp−3σ
p−3 + · · · + δ1σ + δ0),
where σp−1 = 1.
Remark:
1. Observe that, with our notations, δi ∈ Z, i = 1, . . . , p − 2, but generally
δi 6≡ 0 mod p.
2. We see also that −p < δi ≤ 0. Observe also that δ0 =
v−(p−2)−v
p = 0.
Lemma 2.11. The polynomial Q(σ) verifies
(16) Q(σ) = {(1 − σ)(
(p−3)/2∑
i=0
δi × σ
i) + (1− v)σ(p−1)/2} × (
(p−3)/2∑
i=0
σi).
Proof. We start of δi =
v−(i−1)−v−iv
p . Then
δi+(p−1)/2 =
v−(i+(p−1)/2−1) − v−(i+(p−1)/2)
p
=
p− v−(i−1) − (p − v−i)v
p
= 1− v − δi.
Then
Q(σ) =
(p−3)/2∑
i=0
(δi × (σ
i − σi+(p−1)/2 + (1− v)σi+(p−1)/2)
= (
(p−3)/2∑
i=0
δi × σ
i)× (1− σ(p−1)/2)) + (1− v)× σ(p−1)/2 × (
(p−3)/2∑
i=0
σi),
which leads to the result.
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2.3 pi-adic congruences on the singular integers A
From now we suppose that the prime ideal q of Z[ζp] has a class Cl(q) ∈ Γ where Γ
is a subgroup of order p of Cp previously defined, with a singular integer A given by
AZ[ζp] = q
p.
In an other part, we know that the group of ideal classes of the cyclotomic field is
generated by the ideal classes of prime ideals of degree 1, see for instance Ribenboim,
[5] (3A) p. 119.
Lemma 2.12.
( g(q
g(q)
)p
2
= (A
A
)P (σ).
Proof. We start ofG(q)Z[ζp] = g(q)
pZ[ζp] = q
S . Raising to p-power we get g(q)p
2
Z[ζp] =
qpS. But AZ[ζp] = q
p, so
(17) g(q)p
2
Z[ζp] = A
S
Z[ζp],
so
(18) g(q)p
2
× ζwp × η = A
S , η ∈ Z[ζp + ζ
−1
p ]
∗,
where w is a natural number. Therefore, by complex conjugation, we get g(q)
p2
×
ζ−wp × η = A
S
. Then (g(q)
g(q)
)p
2
× ζ2wp = (
A
A
)S . From A ≡ a mod π2m+1 with a natural
integer, we get A
A
≡ 1 mod π2m+1 and so w = 0. Then (g(q)
g(q)
)p
2
= (A
A
)S .
Remark: Observe that this lemma is true if either q ≡ 1 mod p or q 6≡ 1 mod p.
Theorem 2.13.
1. g(q)p
2
= ±AP (σ).
2. g(q)p(σ−1)(σ−v) = ±(AA)
Q1(σ) where
Q1(σ) = (1− σ)× (
(p−3)/2∑
i=0
δi × σ
i) + (1− v)× σ(p−1)/2.
Proof.
1. We start of g(q)p
2
× η = AP (σ) proved. Then g(q)p
2(σ−1)(σ−v) × η(σ−1)(σ−v) =
AP (σ)(σ−1)(σ−v) . From lemma 2.11, we get
P (σ) × (σ − v)× (σ − 1) = p×Q1(σ)× (σ
(p−1)/2 − 1),
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where
Q1(σ) = (1− σ)× (
(p−3)/2∑
i=0
δi × σ
i) + (1− v)× σ(p−1)/2.
Therefore
(19) g(q)p
2(σ−1)(σ−v) × η(σ−1)(σ−v) = (
A
A
)pQ1(σ),
and by conjugation
g(q)
p2(σ−1)(σ−v)
× η(σ−1)(σ−v) = (
A
A
)pQ1(σ).
Multiplying these two relations we get, observing that g(q) × g(q) = qf ,
qfp
2(σ−1)(σ−v) × η2(σ−1)(σ−v) = 1,
also
η2(σ−1)(σ−v) = 1,
and thus η = ±1 because η ∈ Z[ζp+ζ
−1
p ]
∗, which with relation (19) get g(q)p
2
=
±AP (σ) achieves the proof of the first part.
2. From relation (19) we get
(20) g(q)p
2(σ−1)(σ−v) = ±(
A
A
)pQ1(σ),
so
(21) g(q)p(σ−1)(σ−v) = ±ζwp × (
A
A
)Q1(σ),
where w is a natural number. But g(q)σ−v ∈ Kp and so g(q)
p(σ−v)(σ−1) ∈ (Kp)
p,
see for instance Ribenboim [5] (2A) b. p. 118. and (AA)
Q1(σ) ∈ (Kp)
p because
σ−µ | Q1(σ) in Fp[Gp] imply that w = 0, which achieves the proof of the second
part.
Remarks
1. Observe that this theorem is true either q ≡ 1 mod p or q 6≡ 1 mod p.
2. g(q) ≡ −1 mod π implies that g(q)p
2
≡ −1 mod π. Observe that if A ≡ amod π
with a natural number then AP (σ) ≡ a1+v
−1+···+v−(p−2) = ap(p−1)/2 mod π ≡
±1 mod π consistent with previous result.
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Lemma 2.14. Let q 6= p be an odd prime. Let f be the smallest integer such that
qf ≡ 1 mod p. If f is even then g(q) = ±ζwp q
f/2 for w a natural number.
Proof.
1. Let q be a prime ideal of Z[ζp] lying over q. From f even we get q = q. As in
first section there exists singular numbers A such that AZ[ζp] = q
p.
2. From q = q we can choose A ∈ Z[ζp + ζ
−1
p ] and so A = A.
3. we have g(q)p
2
= ±AP (σ). From lemma 2.2 p. 5, we know that g(q) ∈ Z[ζp].
4. By complex conjugation g(q)p
2
= ±AP (σ). Then g(q)p
2
= g(q)
p2
.
5. Therefore g(q)p = ζw2p × g(q)
p
with w2 natural number. As g(q) ∈ Z[ζp] this
implies that w2 = 0 and so g(q)
p = g(q)
p
. Therefore g(q) = ζw3p × g(q)
with w3 natural number. But g(q) × g(q) = q
f results of properties of power
residue Gauss sums, see for instance Mollin prop 5.88 (b) p. 308. Therefore
g(q)2 = ζw3p × q
f and so (g(q)× ζ
−w3/2
p )2 = qf and thus g(q)× ζ
−w3/2
p = ±qf/2
wich achieves the proof.
Theorem 2.15.
1. If q ≡ 1 mod p then AP (σ) ≡ δ mod π2p−1 with δ ∈ {−1, 1}.
2. If and only if q ≡ 1 mod p and p(q−1)/p ≡ 1 mod q then π2p−1 ‖ AP (σ) − δ with
δ ∈ {−1, 1}.
3. If q 6≡ 1 mod p then AP (σ) ≡ δ mod π2p with δ ∈ {−1, 1}.
Proof.
1. From lemma 2.7, we get πp | g(q)p + 1 and so π2p−1 | g(q)p
2
+ 1. Then apply
theorem 2.13.
2. Applying lemma 2.8 we get πp ‖ g(q)p + 1 and so π2p−1 ‖ g(q)p
2
+ 1. Then
apply theorem 2.13.
3. From lemma 2.2, then g(q) ∈ Z[ζp] and so π
p+1 | g(q)p+1 and also π2p | g(q)p
2
+
1.
Remark: If C ∈ Z[ζp] is any semi-primary number with C ≡ c mod π
2 with c
natural number we can only assert in general that CP (σ) ≡ ±1 mod πp−1. For the
singular numbers A considered here we assert more: AP (σ) ≡ ±1 mod π2p−1. We
shall use this π-adic improvement in the sequel.
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3 Explicit polynomial congruences mod p con-
nected to the p-class group
We deal of explicit polynomial congruences connected to the p-class group when p
not divides the class number h+ of K+p .
1. We know that the relative p-class group C−p = ⊕
r−
k=1Γk where Γk are groups of
order p annihilated by σ − µk, µk ≡ v
2mk+1 mod p, 1 ≤ mk ≤
p−3
2 . Let us
consider the singular numbers Ak, k = 1, . . . , r
−, with π2mk+1 | Ak − αk with
αk natural number defined in lemmas 2.9 and 2.10. From Kummer, the group
of ideal classes of Kp is generated by the classes of prime ideals of degree 1 (see
for instance Ribenboim [5] (3A) p. 119).
2. In this section we shall explicit a connection between the polynomial Q(σ) ∈
Z[Gp] and the structure of the relative p-class group C
−
p of Kp.
3. As another example we shall give an elementary proof in a straightforward way
that if p−12 is odd then the Bernoulli Number B(p+1)/2 6≡ 0 mod p.
Theorem 3.1. Let p be an odd prime. Let v be a primitive root mod p. For
k = 1, . . . , r− rank of the p-class group of Kp then
(22) Q(v2mk+1) =
p−2∑
i=1
v(2mk+1)×i × (
v−(i−1) − v−i × v
p
) ≡ 0 mod p,
(or an other formulation
∏r−
k=1(σ − v
2mk+1) divides Q(σ) in Fp[Gp]).
Proof.
1. Let us fix A for one the singular numbers Ak with π
2m+1 ‖ A−α with α natural
number equivalent to π2m+1 ‖ (A
A
− 1), equivalent to
A
A
= 1 + λ2m+1 × a, a ∈ Kp, vpi(a) = 0.
Then raising to p-power we get (A
A
)p = (1+λ2m+1×a)p ≡ 1+pλ2m+1amod πp−1+2m+2
and so πp−1+2m+1 ‖ (A
A
)p − 1.
2. From theorem 2.15 we get
(
A
A
)P (σ)×(σ−v) = (
A
A
)pQ(σ) ≡ 1 mod π2p−1.
We have shown that
(
A
A
)p = 1 + λp−1+2m+1b, b ∈ Kp, vpi(b) = 0,
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then
(23) (1 + λp−1+2m+1b)Q(σ) ≡ 1 mod π2p−1.
3. But 1+λp−1+2m+1b ≡ 1+pλ2m+1b1 mod π
p−1+2m+2 with b1 ∈ Z, b1 6≡ 0 mod p.
There exists a natural integer n not divisible by p such that
(1 + pλ2m+1b1)
n ≡ 1 + pλ2m+1 mod πp−1+2m+2.
Therefore
(24) (1 + pλ2m+1b1)
nQ(σ) ≡ (1 + pλ2m+1)Q(σ) ≡ 1 mod πp−1+2m+2.
4. Show that the possibility of climbing up the step mod πp−1+2m+2 implies that
σ − v2m+1 divides Q(σ) in Fp[Gp]: we have (1 + pλ
2m+1)σ = 1 + pσ(λ2m+1) =
1+p(ζv−1)2m+1 = 1+p((λ+1)v−1)2m+1 ≡ 1+pv2m+1λ2m+1 mod πp−1+2m+2. In
an other part (1+pλ2m+1)v
2m+1
≡ 1+pv2m+1λ2m+1 mod πp−1+2m+2. Therefore
(25) (1 + pλ2m+1)σ−v
2m+1
≡ 1 mod πp−1+2m+2.
5. By euclidean division of Q(σ) by σ − v2m+1 in Fp[Gp], we get
Q(σ) = (σ − v2m+1)Q1(σ) +R
with R ∈ Fp. From congruence (24) and (25) it follows that (1 + pλ
2m+1)R ≡
1 mod πp−1+2m+2 and so that 1+pRλ2m+1 ≡ 1 mod πp−1+2m+2 and finally that
R = 0. Then in Fp we have Q(σ) = (σ − v
2m+1) × Q1(σ) and so Q(v
2m+1) ≡
0 mod p, or explicitly
Q(v2m+1) = v(2m+1)(p−2) ×
v−(p−3) − v−(p−2)v
p
+ v(2m+1)(p−3) ×
v−(p−4) − v−(p−3)v
p
+ . . .
+ v2m+1 ×
1− v−1v
p
≡ 0 mod p,
which achieves the proof.
Remarks:
1. Observe that it is the π-adic theorem 2.15 connected to Kummer-Stickelberger
which allows to obtain this result.
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2. Observe that δi can also be written in the form δi = −[
v−i×v
p ] where [x] is the
integer part of x, similar form also known in the literature.
3. Observe that it is possible to get other polynomials of Z[Gp] annihilating the
relative p-class group C−p : for instance from Kummer’s formula on Jacobi cy-
clotomic functions we induce other polynomials Qd(σ) annihilating the relative
p-class group C−p of Kp : If 1 ≤ d ≤ p− 2 define the set
Id = {i | 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 2, v
(p−1)/2−i + v(p−1)/2−i+indv(d) > p}
where indv(d) is the minimal integer s such that d ≡ v
s mod p. Then the
polynomials Qd(σ) =
∑
i∈Id
σi for d = 1, . . . , p − 2 annihilate the p-class Cp of
Kp, see for instance Ribenboim [5] relations (2.4) and (2.5) p. 119.
4. See also in a more general context Washington, [7] corollary 10.15 p. 198.
5. It is easy to verify the consistency of relation (22) with the table of irregular
primes and Bernoulli numbers in Washington, [7] p. 410.
An immediate consequence is an explicit criterium for p to be a regular prime:
Corollary 3.2. Let p be an odd prime. Let v be a primitive root mod p. If the
congruence
(26)
p−2∑
i=1
Xi−1 × (
v−(i−1) − v−i × v
p
) ≡ 0 mod p
has no solution X in Z with X(p−1)/2 + 1 ≡ 0 mod p then the prime p is regular.
We give as another example a straightforward proof of following lemma on Bernoulli
Numbers (compare elementary nature of this proof with proof hinted by Washington
in exercise 5.9 p. 85 using Siegel-Brauer theorem).
Lemma 3.3. If 2m+1 = p−12 is odd then the Bernoulli Number B(p+1)/2 6≡ 0 mod p.
Proof. From previous corollary it follows that if B(p+1)/2 ≡ 0 mod p implies that∑p−2
i=1 v
(2m+1)i × δi ≡ 0 mod p where 2m + 1 = p−12 because v
(p−1)/2 ≡ −1 mod p.
Then suppose that
p−2∑
i=1
(−1)i × (
v−(i−1) − v−i × v
p
) ≡ 0 mod p,
and search for a contradiction: multiplying by p
p−2∑
i=1
(−1)i × (v−(i−1) − v−i × v) ≡ 0 mod p2,
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expanded to
(−1 + v−1 − v−2 + · · · − v−(p−3)) + (v−1v − v−2v + · · ·+ v−(p−2)v) ≡ 0 mod p2
also
(−1 + v−1 − v−2 + · · · − v−(p−3)) + (v−1 − v−2 + · · · + v−(p−2))v ≡ 0 mod p2.
Let us set V = −1+ v−1 − v−2 + · · · − v−(p−3) + v−(p−2). Then we get V − v−(p−2) +
v(V + 1) ≡ 0 mod p2, and so V (1 + v) + v − v−(p−2) ≡ 0 mod p2. But v = v−(p−2)
and so V ≡ 0 mod p2. But
− V = 1− v−1 + v−2 + · · ·+ v−(p−3) − v−(p−2) = S1 − S2
S1 = 1 + v
−2 + · · · + v−(p−3),
S2 = v
−1 + v−3 + · · · + v−(p−2).
v−1 is a primitive root mod p and so S1 + S2 =
p(p−1)
2 . Clearly S1 6= S2 because
p(p−1)
2 is odd and so −V = S1 − S2 6= 0 and −V ≡ 0 mod p
2 with | − V | < p(p−1)2 ,
contradiction which achieves the proof.
4 Singular primary numbers and Stickelberger
relation
In this section we give some π-adic properties of singular numbers A when they are
primary. Recall that r, r+, r− are the ranks of the p-class groups Cp, C
−
p , C
+
p . Recall
that Cp = ⊕
r
i=1Γi where Γi are cyclic group of order p annihilated by σ − µi with
µi ∈ F
∗
p.
4.1 The case of C−p
A classical result on structure of p-class group is that the relative p-class group C−p is
a direct sum C−p = (⊕
r+
i=1Γi) ⊕ (⊕
r−
i=r++1Γi) where the subgroups Γi, i = 1, . . . , r
+
correspond to singular primary numbers Ai and where the subgroups Γi, i = r
+ +
1, . . . , r− corresponds to singular not primary numbers Ai. Let us fix one of these
singular primary numbers Ai for i = 1, . . . , r
+. Let q be a prime ideal of inertial
degree f such that AZ[ζp] = q
p.
Theorem 4.1. Let q be a prime not principal ideal of Z[ζp] of inertial degree f with
Cl(q) ∈ Γ ⊂ C−p . Suppose that the prime number q above q verifies p ‖ q
f − 1 and
that A is a singular primary number with AZ[ζp] = q
p. Then
(27) A 6≡ 1 mod π2p−1.
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Proof.
1. We start of the relation g(q)p
2
= ±AP (σ) proved in theorem 2.13. By conju-
gation we get g(q)
p2
= ±A
P (σ)
. Multiplying these two relations and observing
that g(q)×g(q) = qf and A×A = Dp withD ∈ Z[ζp+ζ
−1
p ] we get q
fp2 = DpP (σ),
so qfp = DP (σ) because q,D ∈ Z[ζp + ζ
−1
p ] and, multiplying the exponent by
σ − v, we get qfp(σ−v) = DP (σ)(σ−v) so qfp(1−v) = DpQ(σ) from lemma 2.10 p.
10 and thus
(28) qf(1−v) = DQ(σ).
2. Suppose that π2p−1 | A − 1. Then π2p−1 | A − 1, so π2p−1 | Dp − 1 and so
πp | D − 1 and so πp | DQ(σ) − 1, thus πp | qf(1−v) − 1 and finally πp | qf − 1,
contradiction with πp−1 ‖ qf − 1.
In the following theorem we obtain a result of same nature which can be applied
generally to a wider range of singular primary numbers A if we assume simultaneously
the two hypotheses q ≡ 1 mod p and p(q−1)/p ≡ 1 mod q.
Theorem 4.2. Let q be a prime not principal ideal of Z[ζp] of inertial degree f = 1
with Cl(q) ∈ Γ ⊂ Cp. Let A be a singular primary number with AZ[ζp] = q
p. If
p(q−1)/p ≡ 1 mod q then there exists no natural integer a such that
(29) A ≡ ap mod π2p.
Proof. Suppose that A ≡ ap mod π2p and search for a contradiction. We start
of relation g(q)p
2
= ±AP (σ) proved in theorem 2.13 p. 12. Therefore g(q)p
2
≡
±apP (σ) mod π2p, so
g(q)p
2
≡ ±ap(v
−(p−2)+···+v−1+1) mod π2p,
so
g(q)p
2
≡ ±ap
2(p−1)/2 mod π2p.
But ap
2(p−1)/2 ≡ ±1 mod π2p. It should imply that g(q)p
2
≡ ±1 mod π2p, so that
g(q)p ≡ ±1 mod πp+1 which contradicts lemma 2.8 p. 9.
4.2 On principal prime ideals of Kp and Stickelberger
relation
The Stickelberger relation and its consequences on prime ideals q of Z[ζp] is mean-
ingful even if q is a principal ideal.
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Theorem 4.3. Let q1 ∈ Z[ζp] with q1 ≡ a mod π
p+1 where a ∈ Z, a 6≡ 0 mod p. If
q = NKp/Q(q1) is a prime number then p
(q−1)/p ≡ 1 mod q.
Proof. From Stickelberger relation g(q1Z[ζp])
pZ[ζp] = q
P (σ)
1 Z[ζp] and so there exists
ε ∈ Z[ζp]
∗ such that g(q1Z[ζp])
p = q
P (σ)
1 × ε and so
(
g(q1Z[ζp])
g(q1Z[ζp]
)p = (
q1
q1
)P (σ).
From hypothesis q1q1 ≡ 1 mod π
p+1 and so (
g(q1Z[ζp]
g(q1Z[ζp]
)p ≡ 1 mod πp+1. From lemma
2.8 p. 9 it follows that p(q−1)/p ≡ 1 mod q.
5 Stickelberger’s relation for prime ideals q of
inertial degree f > 1.
Recall that the Stickelberger’s relation is g(q)p = qS where S =
∑p−2
i=0 σ
iv−i ∈ Z[Gp].
We apply Stickelberger’s relation with the same method to prime ideals q of inertial
degree f > 1. Observe, from lemma 2.2 p. 5, that f > 1 implies g(q) ∈ Z[ζp].
A definition: we say that the prime ideal c of a number field M is p-principal if
the component of the class group < Cl(c) > in p-class group Dp of M is trivial.
Lemma 5.1. Let p be an odd prime. Let v be a primitive root mod p. Let q be an
odd prime with q 6= p. Let f be the smallest integer such that qf ≡ 1 mod p and let
m = p−1f . Let q be an prime ideal of Z[ζp] lying over q. If f > 1 then g(q) ∈ Z[ζp]
and g(q)Z[ζp] = q
S2 where
(30) S2 =
m−1∑
i=0
(
∑f−1
j=0 v
−(i+jm)
p
)× σi ∈ Z[Gp].
Proof.
1. Let p = fm+1. Then NKp/Q(q) = q
f and q = qσ
m
= · · · = qσ
(f−1)m
. The sum
S defined in lemma 2.5 p.7 can be written
S =
m−1∑
i=0
f−1∑
j=0
σi+jmv−(i+jm).
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2. From Stickelberger’s relation seen in theorem 2.1 p. 5, then g(q)pZ[ζp] = q
S .
Observe that, from hypothesis, q = qσ
m
= · · · = qσ
(f−1)m
so Stickelberger’s
relation implies that g(q)pZ[ζp] = q
S1 with
S1 =
m−1∑
i=0
f−1∑
j=0
σiv−(i+jm) = p×
m−1∑
i=0
(
∑f−1
j=0 v
−(i+jm)
p
)× σi,
where (
∑f−1
i=0 v
−(i+jm))/p ∈ Z because v−m − 1 6≡ 0 mod p.
3. Let S2 =
S1
p . From lemma 2.2 p. 5 we know that f > 1 implies that g(q) ∈ Z[ζp].
Therefore
g(q)Z[ζp] = q
S2 , g(q) ∈ Z[ζp].
It is possible to derive some explicit congruences in Z from this result.
Lemma 5.2. Let p be an odd prime. Let v be a primitive root mod p. Let q be an
odd prime with q 6= p. Let f be the smallest integer such that qf ≡ 1 mod p and let
m = p−1f . Let q be an prime ideal of Z[ζp] lying over q.
1. If f > 1 and if q is not p-principal ideal there exists a natural integer l, 1 ≤
l < m such that
(31)
m−1∑
i=0
(
∑f−1
j=0 v
−(i+jm)
p
)× vlfi ≡ 0 mod p,
2. If for all natural integers l such that 1 ≤ l < m
(32)
m−1∑
i=0
(
∑f−1
j=0 v
−(i+jm)
p
)× vlfi 6≡ 0 mod p,
then q is p-principal
Proof.
1. Suppose that q is not p-principal. Observe at first that congruence (31) with l =
m should imply that
∑m−1
i=0 (
∑f−1
j=0 v
−(i+jm))/p) ≡ 0 mod p or
∑m−1
i=0
∑f−1
j=0 v
−(i+jm) ≡
0 mod p2 which is not possible because v−(i+jm) = v−(i
′+j′m) implies that j = j′
and i = i′ and so that
∑m−1
i=0
∑f−1
j=0 v
−(i+jm) = p(p−1)2 .
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2. The polynomial S2 of lemma 5.1 annihilates the not p-principal ideal q in Fp[Gp]
only if there exists σ − vn dividing S2 in Fp[Gp]. From q
σm−1 = 1 it follows
also that σ− vn | σm − 1. But σ− vn | σm − vnm and so σ− vn | vnm − 1, thus
nm ≡ 0 mod p−1, so n ≡ 0 mod f and n = lf . Therefore if q is not p-principal
there exists a natural integer l, 1 ≤ l < m such that
(33)
m−1∑
i=0
(
∑f−1
j=0 v
−(i+jm)
p
)× vlfi ≡ 0 mod p,
3. The relation (32) is an imediate consequence of previous part of the proof.
As an example we deal with the case f = p−12 .
Corollary 5.3. If p ≡ 3 mod 4 and if f = p−12 then q is p-principal.
Proof. We have f = p−12 , m = 2 and l = 1. Then
(34) Σ =
m−1∑
i=0
(
∑f−1
j=0 v
−(i+jm)
p
)× vlfi =
∑(p−3)/2
j=0 v
−2j
p
−
∑(p−3)/2
j=0 v
−(1+2j)
p
.
Σ ≡ 0 mod p should imply that
∑(p−3)/2
j=0 v
−2j −
∑(p−3)/2
j=0 v
−(1+2j) ≡ 0 mod p2. But
∑(p−3)/2
j=0 v
−2j +
∑(p−3)/2
j=0 v
−(1+2j) = p(p−1)2 is odd, which achieves the proof.
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